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Abstract

tion of the ions with an effective drag term due to

A simple theoretical model of the Hall thruster
is presented.

Dimensionless parameters that deter-

mine the thruster

performance are identified.

The

ion production.

The same model was esplored nu-

merically by Manzella. I1 We note a singularity in the
equations due to the presence of the sonic transition.

simplicity of the model enables us to explore eas-

The electron dynamics, described by Ohm’s law. is

ily parametric dependencies of the discharge features

governed by the magnetic

and the thruster performance.

sure, and collisions across the magnetic field. For

A good agreement is

field, the electron pres-

found between the predictions of the model and the

simplicity, we assume here that the electron temper-

experimental

ature is uniform along the thruster,

measurements.

I. Introduction
Since the introduction

and we neglect

wall losses. We look for steady state solutions where
of the Hall thruster

the axial dependence of the radial magnetic field. t,he

concept, lt2 there has been a continuous effort to ex-

thruster

plore the dependence of the thrust, the specific im-

flow rate, the neutral axial velocity, and the electron

pulse, and the efficiency on various parameters, such

temperature

as thruster dimensions, magnetic field, applied volt-

ion current at the anode is zero, corresponding

age, ion mass, electron conductivity,

monotonically

flow rate.3-‘7

It would be useful, however, to have a

simple theoretical
parameters

and gas mass

model, identifying dimensionless

that govern the thruster

-4 fast parametric

performance.

study could then be easily per-

formed.
We begin
steady-state

by employing

a one-dimensional

model, including a cold-fluid descrip-

dimensions, the applied voltage. the mass
are specified. We also assume that the

to the cathode.

decreasing potential

to a

from the anode

We then solve for the asial depen-

dence of the electric potential,

the plasma and the

neutral densities, the electron and the ion currents.
The discharge current is determined

by the require-

ment of regularity and smoothness

of the solutions

through the sonic transition

plane.

In Sec. II we present the governing equations.
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In Sec. III we discuss the meaning of the govern-

are the length and cross section of the thruster!

ing dimensionless parameters.

is the mass flow rate, ‘ua is the (assumed constant)

Solutions of the equa-

ti

tions are presented in Sec. IV for various values of

neutral flow velocity, ve 3 (2e$.q/M)l/*,

the dimensionless parameters.

are the ion and electron masses, Te is the electron

compared with experimental
II. The governing

The calculations are

temperature,

results in Sec. V.

Al and m

and z is the coordinate in the direction

from the anode to the cathode. 31~0, wc is the elec-

equations

Let us first present the governing equations. For
the dimensionless ion (and electron)

density N =

ion current J s jiMA/eti,

tron cyclotron frequency, uc is the electron collision
frequency.

In the expression for p the parameter

.3

and electric

is the average of ov, where D is the ionization cross

potential $ I 4l4.4 (4.4 is the applied voltage) as

section. The electron mobility is the mobility across

n,voM./l/ti,

a function of the normalized coordinate

< z z/L.

the magnetic field.
In writing the equations. we used current con-

The ion dynamics is governed by the ion momentum

servation, so the normalized electron current Je can

equation

be written as Je = JT - J, where JT is the to-

N2 + Jd(J/N)
= -2pJ(l4
d<

J) ,

2

(1)

while the electron dynamics is governed by Ohm’s

tal current.

neutral flux Jn is constant
J+J,

law
(JT - J) =-Nz.,:.
P

(2)

Also, the sum of the ion flux and the
along the thruster.

i.e..

= 1. In our dimensionless units the propellant

utilization is
(Tn)

%?I = J,

The ion continuity equation is

the current utilization is

dJ

-=pN(l-J),
de
where pN(1 - J) is the ionization

rate.

qc = J

Quasi-

(7b)

JT '

neutrality is assumed. The ion velocity is expressed
as J/N.

The three parameters

in the equations are

the energy utilization is

77E=s:

the dimensionless electron temperature
t - Te/e$A ,

J2

(7c)

is

and the total efficiency, therefore.
(5)
W- =m.

J”

(74

and the dimensionless electron mobility
Emma
=--(_) UC
CLmw,2L
2

112

(6)

The normalized specific impulse is
J2
I sp,N = y

There is a fourth parameter, the dimensionless total
current JT.

Fe)

However, as we explain later, this pa-

rameter is not specified, but is rather determined by

In the definitions (i’a-7e), J and :V are calculated at

the solution.

c = 1. Using Eq. (7e) we write the specific impulse

In the above definitions, n, is the electron (and
ion) density, e is the elementary

charge, L and A

as
I SP = IspJ2

.

9

(Tf)
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ionization, which appears as an effective drag term.

and the thrust as

The neglect of loss terms at the walls also simplifies,

T=
To Equations

(l)-(3)

boundary conditions:

(79)

.

Isp,NljlVO

for the present, our analysis.
IV. Solution

for J, N and $, we add the
$(O)

=

J(0) = 0. The last boundary

1, $(l)

Equations (l)-(3) are singular at the sonic tran-

= 0 and

condition means that

a monotonically decreasing potential from the anode
towards the cathode is assumed and the possibility of

of the equations

sition point where the ion velocity equals the ion
acoustic velocity. This is easily seen if Eqs. (l), (‘2)
and (3) are combined to give

a backwards ion flow towards the anode is excluded.
III. The dimensionless

parameters

- t) $

The behavior described in Eqs. (l)-(3)
erned by three dimensionless parameters:
/.L The electron temperature

p, t, and
is usu-

energy equa-

tion. A major simplification is made here by sssuming that the electron temperature
the thruster.

The temperature

is constant along
I’.. affects not only

the parameter t in the equations. More importantly,
the ionization strongly depends on the temperature

In solving Eqs. (l)-(3),

bility depends on the electron temperature

through

of uc, arising from electron-atom,

electron-wall,1° electron-ion,

and other collisions.

We also assume here that p is constant.

P

~1to vary along the thruster axis. In the present work
we assume that the dimensionless electron mobility
is of the form

J)

we choose to look for solu-

CO)~]
.

Another simplifying approximation

(8)

is the ne-

point.

ditions determine the value of the discharge current,
JT. While there are no firm theorems for either the
uniqueness or existence of solutions, we do succeed.
in practice, in finding regular solutions to Eqs. (l)(3) with the specified boundary

conditions.

The procedure of solution is the following: The
equations are expanded analytically

in the neighbor-

hood of the assumed sonic transition point. and then
outward in both directions.

The right-

hand side (RHS) of Eq. (9) should be zero at the
sonic transition

point following the requirement

of

regularity at this point. The vanishing of the RHS
determines the value of JT. The location of the transition point is found by a shooting method.

-

to)

The requirement of regularity and the boundary con-

integrated

The

profile of the magnetic field is included by allowing

c1= p0exp[(lld)2(t

(JT -

tions that are regular at the sonic transition

through the dependence of p. Also, the electron mothe dependence

- J) -

is gov-

distribution

ally found by solving an appropriate

= 4pJ( 1

assures also that the boundary

which

conditions are satis-

tied.
The equations have been solved for fixed t and

glect of the ion pressure in the momentum equation

various values of p. For each value of p. the max-

for the ions. Since ions are born through ionization

imum efficiency is found by choosing the mobilit!

along the thruster the ion pressure is not negligible.

~0 as small as possible, as long as solutions for the

Ions are almost collisionless and there is no simple

equations exist. This procedure

equation of state that relates their pressure to the

experimental procedure of varying the mass flow rate

lower moments. However, the theory can be gener-

(through variation of p) and then optimizing the ef-

alized to describe the ions kinetically. In the present

ficiency by increasing the intensity of the magnetic

work, we do retain the ion production term through

field.

roughly follows the
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In the calculations presented here, &J = 0.9 and
(L/d)*

= 5, while the amplitude ~0 is varied.

1

A

subsequent study will explore the influence of the
mobility profile on the thruster performance.
1 shows the spatial distribution

Figure

0.8

of c(-‘/* for those

values of .$o and L/d. In the figure, ~0 = 1, but the
profile simply scales up or down for other values of
0.6

~0. This spatial profile is roughly the spatial profile
of the magnetic field, which is precise if the collision

3

frequency is uniform.
0.4
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Fig. 2 The potential

distribution

P
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Fig. 1 The assumed magnetic field profile

Figures

2-7 show the features

of the Hall

thruster for two values of p and correspondingly
values of ~0. Figure 2 shows the distribution
electric potential.

two
of the

Figures 3 and 4 show the plasma

density N and the ion current J for the two cases.
Note that both the plasma density and the ion current are larger in the case that p is larger.

0’
0
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Fig. 3 The plasma density

1
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Fig. 6 The electron current

Fig. 4 The ion current
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Note that the plasma density is peaked near the
anode.

This seems to be in disagreement

nith the

measured density that peaks away from the anode.
However, this difference might be traced to the assumption of a uniform electron temperature.

Fig-

ure 5 shows the Mach number (SIN) distribution.
where MN
0.6 -

= (J/N)/(2t)l/*.

Figure 6 shows the

electron current for the two cases: this current is
much smaller when p is larger.
Figure 7 shows the profile of the neutral density.
The neutral density falls as a function of the distance
from the anode much faster for p larger.

Figure 8

shows qm, vc, and m as a function of p. As shown in
Fig. 9 ~0 is varied simultaneously

with the variation

of p. Also shown in Fig. 9 is the normalized specific
impulse Isp,n as a function of p.
01.“““”

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Fig.

8

1
P
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V. Comparison with experimental

We compare the theoretical

Efficiencies as a function of p

experimental

parameter

results

calculations

study performed

to the

at Soreq

NRC.‘O The magnetic field profile in the experiment
is similar to that shown in Fig. 1, which was used
in the calculations.

The Soreq experiment

an applied voltage of 250 Volts, thruster

0.8

employed
cross sec-

tion of 22 cm* and length of 20 mm, and a magnetic
field of a characteristic

intensity of 150G. The gas

is Xenon and the mass flow rate was varied.

0.6

To

be sure, to compare the calculation presented in the
previous section with experimental
to know the experimental

0.4

results. we need

values of the parameter p

and the function CL. While the geometrical

dimen-

sions A and L, the applied voltage 4.4, the ion and
the electron mass, the mass flow rate and the gas ve-

0.2

locity va are known, P is not known, mostly because
the electron temperature

is not known. We assume

the following dependence of ,0 on ti, a dependence
0
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

-I

1
P

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

Fig. 9 The normalized specific impulse and
magnetic

field as a function of p

that phenomenologically

fits best to the experiment:

p _ 1.8. 1O-7

1+2ti

’

(10)
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where rh is expressed in mg/s and fi is espressed

1600

in cm3/.s. This decrease of the ionization with an
increase of k reflects a decrease in the electron temperature

with the increase of the mass flow rate.

The form (10) corresponds to electron temperature
of about 15 eV for ti = 0.85 mg/s.
To proceed, we first compare the theoretically
calculated qm, r]c and 7)~ with the measured quanWe then compare the theoretically

tities.

calcu-

lated specific impulse, using Eq. (?f), with the experimentally

measured

parameters.‘3y’7

specific impulse for these

The comparisons

are shown in

Figs. 10 and 11.
In Fig. 12 the experimentall’

and theoretical

magnetic fields are compared. The experimental values shown are I-‘/2,

where I is the current in Am-

peres flowing in the coils of the magnetic circuit.”
The theoretical
-l/2

until the theoretical

ues of cl0

0.8

1

values are found by scaling the valand experimental
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2
mass flow rate (mgkec)

Fig. 11 Theoretical

and experimental

2.2

specific impulses

values coincide for rh x 1.4 mg/s.
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VI.

terey, CA (1993).

Summary

We have

presented

here

model of a Hall thruster.

We noted

that

at the sonic transition,

regular solutions.

The calculation

The existence

study,

dimensional

tain assumptions

can be relaxed,

including

fluid description

of the ions. the uniform

Germany,

the cold
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